RunCoCo: How to run a community collection online

- Training, support, networking, e.g.
  - Two-way engagement on Twitter: @runcoco
  - Maintained momentum with the blog
  - Disseminated key software tools, methodologies, and work-flows developed under The Great War Archive and beyond.
  - Developed an open source system (called CoCoCo) to collect digital objects

- To crowdsource with sustainable success is not easy, but here are three strategies:
  - Aim for two-way engagement
  - Be part of your community
  - Challenge your assumptions
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Information
Category:
Student Groups - Academic Groups
Description:
A place for people to chat about Old English, Anglo-Saxon, especially texts you have to work on etc.
Privacy type:
Open: All content is public.

Admins
- Doc Lee (creator)

Members
6 of 1,123 members
Sebastiaan, The Old, Samantha

Tony Candland
Hælsa, I'm just getting started on learning OE can someone tell me what the best resources are, thank you
03 November 2010 at 10:45 · Like · Comment

Jay Collyer likes this.

Doc Lee
See my note below re Mark Atherton's book
19 November 2010 at 17:21 · Like

Jorge Salum
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/YC/eieol
/engol-1-X.html
http://bosworth.ff.cuni.cz/
21 November 2010 at 12:29 · Like

Grimrsman Futhor
OK, I expect this is going to sound like a very silly (viz. basic) question, but on the basis that there is no such thing as a silly question.....
As a newcomer to Heathenry I am keen to learn some Old English in order to be able to study some of the core texts such as the Anglo Saxon Chronicle and Beowulf in the original...
See more
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